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Would you like to reduce the queues at your check-in counter?

Do you always want to have an overview of the number of guests at 

your event ? Then you have to use our separate Check-in App for 

iPads.

With the personalized QR code within the Mobile Event App your 

visitors can be checked in at the entrance of the location. 

To accomplish this a host or hostess scans the QR code of your 

participant with an iPad camera. After the successful scan the name 

of the attendee is shown on the iPad.

Now the attendance can be confirmed with just one click on the 

'Check-in' button and the person will be marked as a present guest.

If an invited guest does not have his or her smartphone at hand 

your employee can search for the person in the list of participants 

and check them in manually.

Your guests will see in the MEA which attendees are already on site 

so they can directly start with their networking. As event manager 

and organiser you have the advantage of determining how many 

people did the check-in already and who is still to be expected.

With this you'll always know the precise number of guests at your 

event.
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The Check-in App is an efficient extension of the MEA to assist the event manager with the administration 

and analysis of the event. For your guests it is an effective tool to quickly gain entry to the event location

In the aftermath of your event, our CMS offers you the possibility to evaluate the data of the Check-in App 

in order to determine no-show rates and the core times at the entrance so that you can plan your future 

events even better.

NEW: Now the QR code of the MEA can also be added to the Apple Wallet! 
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